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Changes at HARC

After four wonderful years, we’ve had to say a sad farewell to one of our Research Managers, 

Charis Alderfer-Mumma. She is returning to Art Therapy practice! We wish Charis all the best in 

her new ventures and are eternally grateful for the contributions she has made to HARC. 

New to the research management team in the last 2 years are Marion Erickson, Laura McNab-

Coombs, and most recently this summer, we welcomed Lisa Striegler back to HARC!

Dear HARC Advisors and Guiding Collaborators:

We hope that this update finds you and your families healthy 

and well. With restrictions due to the global pandemic, we’ve 

been met with unique circumstances. Like many, we’ve 

adapted, adjusting our program work by creating new ways 

to engage on-line and via distance. With this new approach 

we were able to design and facilitate new programs and 

workshops over this past summer. You can learn more about 

our projects and partnerships on the HARC website however, 

we’d like to share a few of our more recent projects with you 

here!
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Find us 

online at 

our website  

facebook or 

twitter!                                              

https://twitter.com/health_arts

https://www.facebook.com/healtharts.ca

www.healthart.ca

https://twitter.com/health_arts
https://www.facebook.com/healtharts.ca
http://www.healthart.ca/


Graduate Research at HARC: Welcoming Katya to Our Team!
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Katya is a Master’s of Interdisciplinary Studies student at UNBC. She 

completed her undergraduate degree in Arts and Science at McMaster 

University where she studied the interaction between socio-political 

atmospheres and health. Through her courses and research assistance 

work, she developed an interest in addressing health inequities, 

particularly those experienced by Indigenous communities in Canada.

After spending time working on organic farms in New Zealand, Katya also became 

interested in the interaction between food systems and health, which led her to pursue 

volunteer work with ‘food as medicine’ support groups, and thesis research on the ways in 

which ‘health’ is advertised by food corporations.

Monika was has returned from leave! Monika joins us from Markham, 

Ontario and is pursuing her PhD studies in the Health Sciences 

Department at UNBC under the supervision of Dr. Sarah de Leeuw 

and Dr. Margo Greenwood. Her research interests lie at the 

intersections of culture, place, and health. Her research seeks to 

honour diverse knowledges and experiences of health and wellbeing, 

especially within the field of maternal and child health. Very broadly, 

Monika’s work asks: What does health mean for folks and, 

furthermore, how are these meanings valued and interpreted in 

mainstream healthcare spaces? More information about Monika can 

be found here http://healtharts.ca/profiles/monika-krzywania/

Christine is a PhD student in the department of Health 

Sciences at UNBC, under the supervision of Dr. Sarah de 

Leeuw. Using an arts-based approach and research-

creation, Christine will query the health of racialized 

women/womxn in leadership roles throughout northern BC 

as they navigate terrains of colonialism, imperialism, racism 

and sexism. Christine aims to illuminate health inequities 

experienced by womxn of colour due to institutional, 

systemic and structural racism, while drawing attention to 

womxn’s resilience in rematriating relationships with their 

kinship ties, their communities, and the land. 

PhD Research at HARC: Welcoming back Monika Krzywania!

PhD Research at HARC: Welcoming Christine Añonuevo

http://healtharts.ca/profiles/monika-krzywania/
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Phase 2 SSHRC/CIHR Partnership Development Grant:

This project, Increasing First Nations Employment Participation and the Responsiveness 

to Indigenous Well-Being within BC's Northern Health Authority: A Decolonizing 

Humanities-Based Approach, has passed into Phase 2 since our last newsletter. 

Ongoing development of partnerships in the healthcare community and beyond 

continues from Phase 1, resulting in collaborative projects in Nadleh, Prince George, 

Terrace and, a COVID outreach project this summer that reached youth from Ts’il Kaz

Koh to Nak’azdli to Kwadacha. 

Phase 2 focuses expressly on the ways social sciences and humanities approaches to 

knowledge production and dissemination are mobilized to inform and/or develop policies, 

models, tools and, interventions for strengthening and diversifying both the health 

system, and the professionals working within it. Ultimately, we strive for Indigenous 

patients to have more positive experiences and, for better health outcomes overall in the 

north. 

Project funding has enabled the HARC team to engage with Indigenous youth to explore 

health sciences, provide professional development on culturally humble practices to 

Physicians and other healthcare professionals, guide undergraduate medical students to 

foster cultural safety and humility through immersion in First Nations’ communities and, 

support health professionals to explore their experiences of healthcare during the COVID 

pandemic through a journaling project. 

• Arts Health Network Canada

• Carrier Sekani Family Services

• First Nations Health Authority

• Northern Health

• Two Rivers Gallery

• University of Northern British Columbia

• National Collaborating Centre for 

Indigenous Health

• Terrace Physician Initiative Group Society
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Envisioning Health was a 

partnership project with Dr. Terri Aldred 

and the community of Nadleh Whut’en. 

Gatherings occurred monthly to explore 

creativity, health and wellbeing after 

sharing a community meal together. The 

project began in the spring of 2018 and 

employed arts, community- and 

strengths-based approaches to explore 

what optimal health and wellness means 

to community members of all ages. 

Evening gatherings included socializing 

around a meal and participating in 

individual and group expression through 

a variety of activities.  The project 

wrapped up this spring 2020. Thank you 

Nadleh Whut’en for welcoming the Health 

Arts Research Centre to share art making 

and friendship with your community!
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Science, Art, and Indigenous Ecological Knowledge: Holistic Approaches to 

Inspiring Next Generation Health and Wellness Practitioners

Science, Art, and Indigenous Ecological 

Knowledge: Holistic Approaches to Inspiring Next 

Generation Health and Wellness Practitioners

In September Marion Erickson, Laura McNab-

Coombs and guest speaker Tania Solonas

presented virtually at the September Pro-D Day 

for School District 57. Using Art, Dakelh Oral 

History, and Science as holistic mediums, 

members of the HARC team developed a tool kit 

to help teachers in inspiring students to take up 

health careers. This toolkit is now available
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During the summer our team put together art and 

science kits and sent them to Indigenous children 

through-out Northern BC! Laura McNab-Coombs 

created a clay microbiology resource entitled 

“Learning About Molecules, Microorganisms and 

Cells Through Clay Art.” This publication is now 

available for free on our website at:

http://healtharts.ca/wp-

content/uploads/2020/09/Microbiology-ressource-

.pdf

Learning About Molecules, Microorganisms 

and Cells Through Clay Art

Laura McNab-Coombs

Recent Publications and Webinars

on the HARC website and can be found at the link bellow. The toolkit helps students 

envision themselves as a scientist or health professional anchored in part within Dakelh

oral history. Tania Solonas, the mother of a Summer Science Camp participant, joined the 

team to present on HARC’s work and the impact of marrying science with traditional 

knowledge. A free PDF of this project can be found at: 

http://healtharts.ca/birch-hearts-project/
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Marion Erickson, Katherine Puchala, and 

Sarah de Leeuw took part of the Women in 

Leadership Webinar Series hosted by the 

Terrace Women’s Resource Centre Society 

to discuss their experiences as women in 

leadership in the areas of midwifery, 

research and northern medicine. 

The HARC team plans to continue to 

collaborate with this initiative, Laura McNab-

Coombs and Dr. Vanessa Sloan Morgan 

presenting on Nov. 10th. Stay tuned to 

the TWRCS facebook page!
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In recent years, both within and beyond academic and clinical spheres, medical and 

health humanities have become increasingly influential. Drawing from interdisciplinary 

fields in the humanities, social sciences, and the arts, medical and health humanities 

present unique lenses for considering nuanced spaces and lived experiences of health 

and health care; they also help challenge traditional ways that medicine and health care 

are understood and practiced. This collection brings together practitioners and theorists 

working broadly in medical health humanities, asking them both to consider their work as 

temporally and spatially located and to position their practices in conversation with a 

growing uptake of humanities methods and methodologies in other disciplines. Dr. Sarah 

de Leeuw and eight other contributors use these themes as a starting point for thinking 

about the future of medical health humanities in new and potentially even more 

productive ways in their recent, international, open access paper titled Geographies of 

Medical and Health Humanities: A Cross-Disciplinary Conversation.

•

Women in Leadership Webinar Series

Geographies of Medical and Health Humanities: A Cross-Disciplinary 
Conversation 
Sarah de Leeuw, Courtney Donovan, Nicole Schafenacker, Robin Kearns, Pat Neuwelt, Susan Merill

Squier, Cheryl McGeachan, Hester Parr, Arthur W. Frank, Lindsay-Ann Coyle, Sarah Atkinson, Nehal El-

Hadi, Karen Shklanka, Caroline Shooner, Diana Beljaars & Jon Anderson

https://www.facebook.com/terrace.womens.resource.centre.society
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/2373566X.2018.1518081
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-7890-1218
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Indigenous Voices and ongoing cultural agility workshops

The HARC team was inspired and encouraged by the energy and conversations 

surrounding our most recent workshop, “Indigenous Voices, Stories, and Healthcare” 

held at the UNBC Northwest Campus (Terrace) on September 23rd. Warm thanks and 

appreciation to our presenters, storytellers, and helpers, Coco Miller, Nicole Halbauer, 

Erica Wilson, Sarah de Leeuw, Lisa Striegler and, to the Terrace Physician Initiative 

Group Society (TPIGS) team, as well as to all those that attended and shared the 

enthusiastic desire to listen and learn from each other! 

The evening included thoughtful discussions, writing and sharing exercises, storytelling 

and listening, and even some material art-making in the form of cedar weaving! 

HARC is looking forward to hosting more Cultural Agility workshops in the new year! To 

stay informed or, become involved please follow us on our various social media 

platforms! 

Overview of Achievements 
and Deliverables
The last 15 months have been 

busy at the Health Arts 

Research Centre (HARC). For 

a quick and fun overview of 

our achievements and 

deliverables, have a look at 

this infographic summary 

http://healtharts.ca/wp-

content/uploads/2020/10/Build

ing-Cultural-Humility-in-

NOrthern-BC-4.pdf

http://healtharts.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Building-Cultural-Humility-in-NOrthern-BC-4.pdf

